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Colombian Killers: The True Stories
Of The Three Most Prolific Serial
Killers On Earth

Colombian Killers explores the stories of three men who have forever tainted the lush fields of Latin
America. This book narrates the sadistic acts of serial killers Luis Alfredo Garavito, Pedro Alonzo
Lopez, and Daniel Camargo Barbosa. For these men, rape and murder were but the beginning of
the horrors they inflicted upon the world. The fear their crimes inspire is not about their nature, the
methodology, or even the victims. It is about who the killers themselves are. These men were
motivated by perhaps the most chilling trifecta - sex, power and revenge. This book begins with
three parts, each dedicated to one of these three monsters of modern-day Colombia. Once you've
been edified with the general knowledge of the atrocities, we will delve further into the tiny details,
the forgotten horrors, the thousands of ways that we as a society failed these men and, in so doing,
shaped them into be the monsters they are known as today. Luis Alfredo Garavito, Pedro Alonzo
Lopez, and Daniel Camargo Barbosa are among the most prolific serial killers in the world. Between
them, they were convicted of 329 murders, but it's believed that the number they committed is over
750. Colombian Killers is not for the faint of heart, nor for the feeble of spirit. Be very sure you want
to know what you are about to hear, because if you can be sure of nothing else, be sure of this: You
will never forget what you are about to hear.
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What a great piece of book. I just have few questions on my mind about the characters on the book
but along the way reading it, this is realistic indeed. The 3 sadistic murderers do really exist in such

reality and base on the book there are really any means how the murderers thinks and why they
have been become ill mannered person. This is truly a turn around book which really can help you
think on why such a person be so sadistic and what runs into their mind in making such moves.I
believe there are a lot more to say about the story but to the book itself it is very clear and wise to
make such good publication. A great compilation indeed. This is a must read books. I would really
recommend this book to everyone , to those who have the guts to see the world of reality.

First of all, I want to point this book is not for everyone, while the story is not very gruesome it can
give you a good idea of what some people are capable off. It's not just a narration of the events but
also, provide some insight of the tipping points which puts those men on their road to perdition. A
nice book for anyone who enjoy this kind of stuff but if you are in for more gore don't count on it.

This book is a fantastic glimpse into the inner world of Colombian cold hearted serial killers. Each of
their stories has unique lessons that you can learn from. Though, there are commonalities in each of
the stories. The most important issue is that each of their consciences has been completely seared.
When they kill, they feel nothing for the victims. This reduction of human life to nothing more than
something to be traded and terminated as desired is a key issue to each of their stories. It is hard to
understand how each of these people could become so evil, but this book does a wonderful job
breaking down these real life stories!

I was blown away by this book! It is a deep dive into the minds of three of the most prolific serial
killers ever. This is actually better than watching a documentary about serial killers as the author
really takes the time to go into what makes these crazy killers tick. It is a chilling and yet fascinating
look inside the dark side of humanity.

I expected a bit more detail perhaps because I'm used to reading books where the author gets to
speak with the offender. Over all, a good, informative read on what's truly out there. Morale of the
story? Stay vigilant of yourself and family, just because these men were born years ago doesn't
mean history doesn't repeat itself. Good job Ryan. For stars just because I expected more detail.

This book is not only stories about psychopathic killerâ€™s, but this book has a warning to all the
people that evil could be anywhere, even in the safest place you could think of.This book looks into
the crazy minds of most notorious serial killers of the world. The book also tells how they became

animal, story behind the story.Itâ€™s really thrilling to read about these monsters, and also how they
finally got what they deserved.Author must have given so much effort to collect and write about
those killers beautifully.I found this book very interesting.

Loved this book I'm a true story/true crime junkyI love how it revealed what happened to make them
sociopathsLike I heard all my life and still say todayIT TAKES A VILLAGE (or town) TO RAISE A
CHILD

Three very twisted men that were included in this book. I have always been a fan of true crime
and/or serial killers. I haven't heard of these three before. What was a shame is the amount of
prison time these monsters received. Very good book.
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